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A Knifeandfork artwork is a rigidly defined 
system. Collaborators Brian House and 
Sue Huang build remote-control cars 
steered over Wi-Fi, dispatch audiences by 
text message (SMS), and track progress 
via radio-frequency identification chips, 
but their primary medium is the rule. At 
times their directives and boundaries can 
be simple, transparent, and intuitive, as 
in their first Engagement Party project 
Emptiness Is Form (Golf and Donuts), wherein 
participants were directed to 1) use a 
specified implement (a golf club) to 2) 
knock a sphere (a golf ball) toward 3) a 
specified location (a hole). Upon completion, 
a chip embedded within the ball triggered 
a call to the player's cell phone (delivering 
a monologue on the nature of holes). Other 
projects are as thoroughly complex as The 
Wrench (2008), an interpretation of the 
Primo Levi story of the same name retold 
through a back-and-forth SMS conversation 
between the participant and an anonymous 
performer. What seemed an open and 
unencumbered dialogue tailored to the 
contours of a classic story was actually 
the processes of a chatbot governed by a 
Knifeandfork-designed script called TXTML 
(The Markup Language for Subversive 
[Mobile] Storytelling).l These artworks are 
if/then propositions-if something is done, 
then something else will happen. 

The use of a rule, boundary, or 
constraint to systematize practice is 
hardly an unprecedented artistic strategy. 
But while Knifeandfork projects have a 
deterministic transparency somewhere 
between Bruce Nauman's self-explanatory 
studio performances of the late 1960s 
(such as Bouncing in the Corner or Square 
Dance) and a Chris Burden erector 
set, Knifeandfork's work is hardly 
Calvinistic (that is, a project's end is not 
decided exclusively by its origin). What 
differentiates the collective's practice from 
analogously austere programs is House and 
Huang's primary interest: the autonomous 
participation of its public. In this way, their 

work could be best characterized as deistic; the 
they toil like clockmaker gods, cautiously con 
organizing wheels, screws, and springs of t 
and waiting to see what happens when it's goa 
all wound up and let 100se.2 Is it a hole mat 
in one or do you quit at six strokes? Do of t 
you politely re"Spond to the text-message Hm 
narrative or do you mess with the machine Goe 
by replying with rambling babble? To put The 
it in a metaphorically contiguous way, it's Gra 
not the destination but the pilgrimage that an I 

counts. the 
A Knifeandfork project exists only see 

insofar as a participant adheres to its fror 
rules and interacts with its boundaries onc 
House and Huang's cautious, solitary exp 
labor is just preparation. In that sense, pla~ 

the collective's interest in the Ouvroir Uni 
de liW!rature potentielle (the workshop of was 
potential literature, abbreviated as Oulipo), Arg 
a French literary movement originating SCOI 

in the 1960s that entangled poetry in of c 
mathematical constraints toward a vibrant Mal 
and unexpected aesthetic production, is Goc 
a significant influence. In Oulipo writer of p 
Raymond Queneau's Cent mille milliards eng 
de poemes (A hundred thousand billion bee 
poems, 1961), one can best understand peri 
the vantage of Knifeandfork: Queneau orig 
produced ten sonnets and published 
them in a book, with each poem cut in and 
strips line by line and connected to the the, 
binding so that a reader could rearrange Kni 
the lines as he or she desired.3 When wor 

"read," the lines teem with the possibility the 
of innumerable poems (potentially 1,014 its I 
different poems). A thoughtful schema and 
with considered variables can make even as a 
the most disinterested participation an the~ 

act of originary creation; as House wrote stell 
about Cent mille, "statistically, with so many mee 
possible combinations, reading an arbitrary an I 
sonnet is likely to be a unique experience enal 
no one else has ever read that particular ame 
variation."4 Bra 

Knifeandfork's second Engagement Boa 
Party artwork, Trying the Hand of God, may no I 
be the clearest distillation of this belief in The 
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:ic; the radical potentiality of a well-constructed 
constraint. Intrigued by the improbability 
of the infamous illegal-but-allowed handball 

s goal by Diego Maradona in a quarterfinal 
match between Argentina and England 
of the 1986 FIFA World Cup, House and 
Huang schematized the so-called Hand of 

Ie God play into an elemental choreography. 
The collective sodded the plaza of MaCA 
Grand Avenue with Astroturf and delineated 

1t an end quarter of a soccer pitch to host 
the repeated reenactment of that motion to 
see if the hand of God would reach down 
from the heavens to assist a "Maradona" 
once more. The ten-second-Iong play, 
expertly set up by a team of local league 
players and heralded by enthusiastic 
Univision announcer Enrique Gutierrez, 
was attempted by participants donning 

)), Argentinean team jerseys. For three hours, 
scores tried to execute the perfect play, but 
of course this was an impossibility. Unlike 

t Maradona's moment, there was no hand of 
God, only a handful of the infinite number 
of possible outcomes that the play could 
engender. The 1986 Hand of God may have 
been a notable variation, but each motion 
performed that night at MaCA was just as 
original. 5 

In the simplicity of the choreography 
and the impossibility of its goal, Trying 
the Hand of God revealed another key to 
Knifeandfork's practice. The collective's 
work is highly but subtly theatrical; 
the overarching system is a stage, and 
its governing rules are both script 
and performer. In meeting oni's tasks 
as a participant, it's easy to miss this 
theatricality precisely because that quality 
stems from the absorbing minutiae of 

1Y meeting the task. Knifeandfork directs 
ry an Invisible Theater-a detailed scenario 

enacted in sites other than theaters and 
among a public unaware-as theorized by 
Brazilian director and thinker Augusto 
Boal. As posited, this type of production is 
no Happening-Boal differentiated Invisible 
Theater from historical non-theatrical work 

(of the Allan Kaprow variety) in prohibiting 
central direction or any behavior evidently 
disruptive to or incongruous with its chosen 
forum. In a Boalian play, anonymous actors 
would perform in a restaurant by ordering 
a meal and arguing over a check.6 In 
their earliest projects-immersive games 
such as the noirish The Case at Kulturhuset 
(2004) and the Rashomon-inflected murder 
mystery 5 'til 12 (2006)-House and Huang 
cast themselves as salty PIs and bewildered 
witnesses; they personally instigated 
and drove the audience's participation 
in explicitly narrative artwork. With the 
three projects for MaCA, however, the 
two met Boal's idea of Invisible Theater by 
decentralizing their immediate involvement 
and the work's plotting. 

House and Huang see the rules of 
their systems as a narrative and a "cast" 
with which a public can cooperate or work 
against; as Boal articulated, "it is precisely 
this invisible quality that [makes] the 
spectator act freely and fully, as if he were 
living a real situation-and, after all, it is a 
real situation!"? More aphoristically, Huang 
once remarked, "we make rules so that 
people will break them."8 The Engagement 
Party works placed narrative in the rules 
of the game. With Emptiness Is Form, the 
story advanced through a player following 
(by using a golf club to putt) or breaking 
the rules (by tossing a ball into the hole 
and taking some strokes off his score). A 
participant propelled Trying the Hand of 
God by hitting the soccer ball by hand to 
imitate Maradona's play or by heading 
the ball in and legally executing the once
illegal goal. It is in this space between 
rules and their breaking and between 
choreography and misstep that the theater 
Knifeandfork produces, in Boal's words, 

"erupts into being."9 
For their final Engagement Party 

artwork, MOCA Grand Prix, House and 
Huang laid a track that wound through 
an installation of the permanent collection 
in MaCA's galleries, outfitted a number 
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of radio-controlled toy cars with closed
circuit cameras, and created a program 
to "skin" the received footage with the 
colors and trappings of 8-bit videogames. 
(Sample graphics: fuchsia shading, pixilated 
checkered flags, and odometer; sample 
sound effect: "Careful! Don't pull a 
Pollock!") Outside the museum, players sat 
at consoles that mimicked those of classic, 
sit-down arcade racing games. Embracing 
the work's retro look and feel, some 
raced the cars with teenage glee. Others 
meandered, using their time to check out 
a John Chamberlain sculpture or a Robert 
Rauschenberg Combine. Mark Rothko 
paintings undulated when filtered through 
the closed-circuit prism, and from the car's 
ground-level perspective, the galleries took 
on a strange, superhuman scale. In effect, 
MOCA Grand Prix approximated an Atari 
hallucination of a Thomas Demand photo 
or a California Dreamin' Dan Graham video
delay installation. Staff and volunteers 
scurried along the track like pit crews, and 
security officers bent down to the cameras 
and gesticulated wildly to help beleaguered 
racers. Looking back, the theater of it all 
is quite clear, and all it took was a track, a 
car, a camera, a room, and the audience's 
distance. 

In light of a work like MOCA 
Grand Prix, calling the artists "clockmaker 
gods" may be too self-seriously poetic and 

"Boalian theatrical insurgents" too explicitly 
political. They're probably something closer 
to whatever deity controls the world in one 
of the pair's favorite films, Harold Ramis's 
Groundhog Day (1993).10 Trapped in the 
cycle of reliving the same February 2nd in 
Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, Bill Murray's 
Phil Connors has a new response each 
time he's faced with the same hellos from 
old friends, the same flat tires, the same 
groundhog not seeing its shadow. Some 
days he punches the insurance salesman 
Ned Ryerson, some days he stays in bed, 
some days he kills himself, some days 
he learns to play the piano, some days 

he tries to catch a falling kid, and some 
days he just lets the kid fall. For Connors, 
every day is at once meaningless and 
meaningful, every day offers pure agency. 
In our increasingly ordered, algorithmed, 
and predelivered world, Knifeandfork offers 
this kind of experience. House and Huang's 
projects give us a structure to test; they 
write invisible scripts that propel audiences 
into action without self-consciousness, 
contouring accessible boundaries that 
invite re-performance each time as wildly 
different as we like: in those differences 
the collective's systems interject something 
manifestly original into the world. 
Knifeandfork rigidly defines systems that 
allow us to erupt into being. 

-ZACHARY KAPLAN 
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Notes 

I 

TeJlingJy (and testifying to their 

technological dexterity), Brian House 

and Sue Huang met in 2003 at the Art 

& Technology Program at Chalmers 
University of Technology in Goteborg, 

Sweden. The two formed Knifeandfork 
about a year later. 

2 

In his essay "Subversive Mobile 

Storytelling," House suggested 

similarities between the work of 

Knifeandfork and Situationist artists 

of the 1960s. One could also argue 
that the work is cartographic-that 
the collective makes puzzling maps 

to be traversed, maps composed 
entirely of derive (spontaneous 

psycho-geographic journey; think 

The Wrench as a constantly shifting 

narrative ground in a putatively linear 

medium) and detournement (derailment 

of the institutions we think we know; 

think MOCA as golf course). House, 
"Subversive Mobile Storytelling" 

(November 2007), available at http:// 

br ian hou se.net/wri ti ng/ttsubversive_ 
mobile_storytelling. 

3 
A recent reprint by Gallimard in 2001 

has put the bool( back into Circulation. 

4
 

House, "Subversive Mobile
 

Storytelling."
 

5 
On this point, the collective's 

explanation of their enigmatic name 
~	 becomes clear: while a readable string, 

it's not "knife and fork" as in three 

words with symbolic meanings, it's a 

group of letters pressed together with 

no meaning- beyond their letter-ness. 

6 
While it may seem that Knifeandfork 

projects stick out from their settings 

(i.e., MOCA plaza as soccer pitch), 

really the works are of the vernacular 

of a contemporary museum. An artist 
working today has both much more and 

much Jess agency-most any form of 

production will be accepted by 

the museum and its public but, 

paradoxically, because of that actually 
reaching through to audiences to 

create an original effect is increasingly 
difficult. 

7 

Augusto Boal, Theater of the Oppressed, 

trans. by Charles A. and Maria-

Odilia Leal McBride and Emily Fryer 

(London: Pluto Books, 2008), 125. 

8 
Huang, interview with the author, 
August 18, 2011. 

9 
Boal, Theater oj the Oppressed, 122. 

10 

Evident in their love of Groundhog Day 
is Knifeandfork's humor verging On 

the philosophical. Emptiness Is Form 

was rife with word play. As MOCA 

Grand Avenue is built into the earth, 
players had to enter a hole to play 

a game filling holes and eat donut 

holes, a reference to absence in the 
form of a presence. With The Wrench, 

participants were retold a classic story 

about the value of manual labor (from 

the perspective of a factory worker) 

by a machine that could realistically 
explain that value but not perform 

or comprehend it. With Trying the 

Hand oj God, a player had to breal( 

soccer's most central rule to follow the 
artwork's rules. 
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A Knifeandfork-designed mini-golf course runs throughout 

the MOCA Grand Avenue building, where golfers have 

access to many areas of the museum usually closed to the 

public. 

Participants' golf balls are linked to their cell phone 

numbers via radio-frequency identification tags inserted 

into each ball. When a player completes a hole, he or she 

receives a phone call with a prerecorded message 

on the topic of holes. Golfer ~ 

loading 
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hone 

inserted 

he or she 

~e 

Golfers putt through the museum's auditorium, stairwells,
 

loading dock, elevator, roof, staff offices, and reception area.
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When a g 

maker in 

I 
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PREVIOUS SPREAD 

Spreading Astroturf across the sculpture plaza at MOCA 

Grand Avenue, Knifeandtork laid down colOl'ed lines and 

arrows to illustrate the movement of each player involved 

in Diego Maradona's Hand of God goal. 

Local, semiprofessional soccer players help choreograph 

the action, standing in for members of the Argentinean and 

English teams. Yellow Xs mark the targets where the ball 

should hit the ground and bounce into the goal. 

The red arrow indicates the movement ot the goalie toward 

the approaching Maradona, who is represented by the 

blue arrow. The yellow arrow represents the trajectory of 

a member of the opposing team. 

Knifeandfork employed Univision sports anchor Enrique 

Gutierrez to call the evening's plays. 
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One at a time, participants don Maradona's blue numbel'

ten jersey and reenact the ten-second-long Hand of God 

goal. 

lrique 

The referee gives a player a red penalty card. 
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PREVIOUS SPREAD 

One of Knifeandfork's four modified radio-controlled race 

cars, which includes a small video camera able to wirelessly 

transmit a live feed to a projector. 
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Four consoles are installed in the MOCA Grand Avenue 

courtyard in front of four video screens. During the race, 

camera feed from each car appears on a screen. 

MOCA exhibition technicians assist Knifeandfork in creating 

the race track, building a wood guard rail through the 

permanent-collection galleries. 

Staff and volunteers inside the museum act as a pit crew, 

ready to help any cars gone astray. 
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Knifeandfork members Brian House (standing) and Sue 

Huang (right) test remote-control cars. 

~ 

3 creating 

I the 

Participants remotely control the cars' speed and direction; 

monitors indicate car location and the time elapsed during 

play. 
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Drivers compete for the high score. 
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